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D&E ‘ARGENTA’ magnotica® 
 
The D&E magnotica® is a ‘state-of-the-art’ ‘Anti-Ligature’ latch.  The magnetic,   
contactless door latch is designed to hold interior doors shut without the necessity 
for a lever handle or protruding latch - both of which can be considered ligature 
points. 
 
DEMAGNOTICA/BK  anti-ligature latch   black  
DEMAGNOTICA/GY  anti-ligature latch   grey 
DEMAGNOTICA/WT  anti-ligature latch   white 
 
Door weight:   100Kg max 
 
Packaging:   1 set  
 
Guarantee period:  25 years* 
 
Dimensions:   see line drawing 
 
Silent operation: 
The magnotica® has no moving parts which enables the door to be opened and 
closed in complete silence. 
 
Applications: 
The magnotica® is particularly suitable for doors where high end aesthetics with 
simple operation is a must.  Sample locations include doors in hospitals, residential 
care homes, retail changing rooms, bathrooms, steam rooms, sauna’s, your own 
home, wardrobes & anywhere else that would benefit from a non protruding latch. 
 
For double action doors the magnotica® can be installed in combination with the 
pivotica®, the unique compact self closing pivot system also from argenta®.  
 
Installation: 
Specifically designed for installation in the Argenta invisidoor® DL & invisidoor®  AX 
which are concealed aluminium door frames for interior doors.  The magnotica® is 
also suitable for installation on any timber door and frame.  The magnotica® can be 
installed either vertically or horizontally.  In both instances this should be as far 
away from the hinged edge as possible. 
 
Benefits: 
 Zero maintenance because there are no moving parts to wear out 
 

 Door can be opened and closed without a lever handle 
 

 Doors are simple to open and close 
 

 Perfect integration in the invisidoor® DL & AX 
 

 Ideal for doors to walk-in closets or storerooms 
 

 Perfect for keeping pivoting doors in their closed position 
 

 Perfect for use with knob furniture 
 

 Suitable for installation with Liobex double action spring hinges 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

* subject to general wear and tear. 

Scan here to 
see the 

Magnotica 
in action 


